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38. LTNEWIDTÍi STUDIES oN THE C:B ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONAI{CE

C. A. J. Ammerlaan and R. van Kemp

Natuurkundig Laboraterium der Universiteit, van Amsterdam,

ValckenierstraaÈ 65, 1018 XE Amsterdam, The NeÈherlands

In type IIb diamond an electron paramagnetic resonance is observed

which presumahly arises from holes bound to the acceptor boron.The state

is described by spin J = 3/2 and a spin-HamilÈonian H, with

"=HB*Ha,
HB= siuB ("*"* * 

"y"y 
+B"J 

") 
* s2u" {a*,r3 * """i + BzJ), ,

H=b'(e 
"2*. 

J2+e t2)+a'tz//zlfe (JJ +JJ)+e (JJ +JJ)e xxx yyy zzz' 'xy'xy yx' yz'yz zy'
* .r*(J"J* + JxJz) ] .

The Hamiltonian constants are Si = -!.10 tO.O5, S; = *0.01 10.02 and

d' /b' = 1.65 [t] .

The resonance is only observable when an external uniaxial stress È----ext
is applied to tJ.e diamond. Results eor Ë.*a//[rOO] and magnetic field È

-+rotated in the plane perpendicular to Pe*t are shown in figure 1. The magnetic

field value at which resonance is observ"d, 
"r"r, 

is isotropic with an effec-

tive g-vatr. n.r, - ZS|*SS). Linewidth AB and line intensÍty X, on the other

hand, have a pronounced angular dependence. The linewidth variaÈions are pro-

bably caused by internal stress"" Ë.-- in the diaruond.l_nc

One may assume the presence of internal stresses with a random direction

and. with a strength distribution according to a caussian function. It is

useful to decompose the internal stress into its component" Ërr,a, //paral,LeL'
to the external stress direction [fOO] .rd Ëirra,J_ perpendicular to it.

Then the totat stress Ëaoa t" given o" Ènoa=Ë"*t*Ërr,a, //+linx,L.



First the effect of

a more accurate formula
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.>D is considered. Using perturbation theory^ int , / / 
ÀÈt \,\zIÈ+\ts!s\-r o \rrJ-rrY .b,,sl l-ul-r.rcLt-J-\.rll urIE{JI

for the effective g-value can be derived. It reads:

eerr = 2s; + ss; {* Qs;+ s n} - #t) cos
tn, +7/Asilu"n

b'(rtt - s r2)Pror

As the formula indicates a dependence of g.ff rith eos 4{ ({ = aàimuthal

angle) ot Ptot, as is observed experimentally, is obtained. However, the

correctio. ao n"r, -tni*Un) is too small to be of practical significance.

The perpendicular component of È.-- has a larger influence. For ther-nt

effect of tiltinn Ëaoa away from [fOO] one derives by series expansion in

the polar angle 0:

g(0,0) = s(0,ó) .g2
0=0

Since the linear tenn vanishes

As

l'ao] 

{

(#)1G .a2.
0=09eff

Snall angles 0 will give no broadening; large angles would do so but have a

l-ow probabitity of occurring. An effective Oeff is therefore introduced.

Sone angles S will cause a positive g-shift Aq; others will give a negative

g-shift. The line broad.ening is due to the difference. A measure for the

relative linewidth is thus given by:

"* =+{(#) 
max (*),","} ,3,,

rhe quant"" al* {(#),"". (#)",r"} can be carcurated rrom the

spin-Hamiltonian. A graphical representation of it in figure 2 shows a

satisfactory agreement with the linewidth AB/B as measured. For measurements

with Ë in the (1OO) plane a linewidth anisotropy can be introduced as the
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ratio of the linewidths AB for and Èt t [o t 1]. ït is siven byÈtt[orol

^B [o rol

o"[0 11]

For C:B the linewidth anisotropy is an experimentaL 2.2, in quite good

agreement with the calculated val-ue 1.8. The sigpificance of the agreement

is corroborated by a comparison to a different but similar system, i.e. to

Si:Al. For this system both the calculated and measured anisotropy are smaller

than one, which implies that the linewidth variation is out of phase with C:8.

An accept:hle match between the two curves in figure 2 is obtained for

0.r, = 12o. since t9Oeff = lËrr,alZlÈ.*al ana the experiments were perf,ormed

r-) t -with Jp -l = 0.50 GPa, this leads to an estimated internal stress of about
' ext'

0.1 GPa. ltultiplying with the compliance of diamond, 51 t-StZ= 1.05*t0-12 P.-1,

-a-the corresponding internal strain airrt it calculated to be 10

Re fe rence

[tl c.A.J.Ammer1aan, Diamond Conference 1981, p.33.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Angular dependence, for È it ttr" (100) plane, of the resonance

field B ' the resonance linewidth AB, and its intensity X.res'
compressive stress of 0.50 GPa//[fOOl.

Figure'2. The relative linewidth AB/Bres as a fwrction of the direction of

the magnetic field È in ttr. (100) plane. Upper curve: experimental

result for li"*al = 0.50 GPa; lower curve: calculated for 0 -- = 10.ett
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